samaritan ministry
-a ministr y of Central Baptist Church of Bearden-

Our Mission is Unchanged during the Pandemic

Our church should be a beacon of light and hope, by way of Christ, to
anyone who suffers from or has family who suffers from this disease.
We are committed to maintaining contact and reaching out to each one of our HIV clients, and
to providing the opportunity for HIV testing in a safe and timely manner.

Introducing Robin Moon

Robin Moon has joined
Samaritan Ministry as our
Ministry Assistant. She will
replace Brandi Major, who
served with us for many years.
Brandi has taken on other work
opportunities.

Thanksgiving Banquet

Our Annual Thanksgiving
Banquet will not be held this
month in the format that we
are all used to. 2020 has
changed many things. We will,
however, be offering a Drive-Up
traditional Thanksgiving meal
on November 19 between 4:30
and 6:00 p.m. Thanks to our
local FISH Pantry organization
for funding our meal again this
year
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Health Care and
Disparities
Reading two important issues
of our favorite HIV publications,
Positively Aware and HIV
Specialist, we were struck by
articles relating to the
disparities of HIV disease and
the role of racism in the
ongoing epidemic of HIV.
Racism in healthcare.
Hmmmm. See pages 2 and 3.
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A Virtual Conference
October 19-21

from
to

NMAC, the sponsoring organization for the United States Conference on
HIV/AIDS, held its fall conference in a virtual format. This big challenge was
met with style by NMAC, and Samaritan Ministry was in attendance as an
exhibitor for the 16th Year. Again this year, we represented the only local
church organization in the “virtual” exhibit hall.
Based on the metrics from the conference,180 people from all over the
country “virtually” visited our booth.

Health Care and Disparities
Why the disparities? Why are African Americans disproportionally affected by HIV and COVID?
Medicaid Expansion - The failure of many Southern
States to expand Medicaid, mostly for political
reasons, remains one of the chief factors involved in
health disparities with lower income families and
minorities. The burden of HIV is born
disproportionately in the South.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed
the deep disparities in services particularly access to medical care.
There’s COVID and then there’s Black
COVID; there is HIV and there is Black
HIV.”
- Morris Singeltary1

In Tennessee alone, more than 381,000 people would
gain health coverage with expanded Medicaid
(healthinsurance.org).
Closure of rural hospitals is much more common in
states not expanding Medicaid, leaving many in rural
communities with limited medical resources.
Government/Health Establishment Distrust - Going
back to the famed Tuskegee Syphilis Experiments
(1932), distrust of the government and of government
health entities like health departments, continues to
fuel healthcare gaps for many African Americans.
Missteps in HIV research continue to leave Black
Americans out of the loop. It is possible we will see

this distrust rear its ugly head when COVID vaccines
are fi nally in distribution.
Self-Stigma - “Self-Stigma is the sum of family stigma,
community stigma, and church stigma. After awhile
you believe what you’ve heard about other people
like you.”1 Stigma and homophobia continue to be the
strongest drivers of the HIV epidemic.
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Poverty - Poverty and disease are close friends.
Rural areas have lower median household
income. Rural residents can have challenges
getting to providers and are often getting
medical care from clinicians with little experience
with HIV. There may be diffi culty engaging rural
clinicians in discussions about PrEP, for example.

COVID-19 and we need to insure that this
valuable tool is not lost following the pandemic.
Religious Conservatism - The role of religion in
HIV stigma cannot be overstated. Many of those
we serve, particularly in the LGBTQ community,
have been scarred by the Gospel of exclusion.
Conservative politics have led to restrictions in
the availability of comprehensive sex education
across the Bible belt.

The Ryan White Care Act has significantly closed
the healthcare gap for those living with HIV, but
rural communities still face challenges getting to
those Ryan White clinics.

Criminalization of HIV - Laws that tend to
criminalize HIV (and HIV transmission) are not
keeping pace with HIV research. Many states have
not addressed laws that need to be changed. In
some cases, HIV criminalization actually works
against proper healthcare practices. (Read more
at http://www.hivlawandpolicy.org.)

The Digital Divide - About half of the U.S.
population lacks broadband internet access.2
Many lower income individuals reach limits to
their data allotment, and/or calling minutes,
limiting access to health providers. Telehealth has
become an important connection during
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NOTES: Current status for each state is based on KFF tracking and analysis of state activity. ◊Expansion is adopted but not yet implemented in MO
and OK. (See link below for additional state-specific notes).
SOURCE: “Status of State Action on the Medicaid Expansion Decision,” KFF State Health Facts, updated October 21, 2020.
https://www.kff.org/health-reform/state-indicator/state-activity-around-expanding-medicaid-under-the-affordable-care-act/

1 Rick Guasco (Sept./Oct. 2020) Making the Connection. Positively Aware, p.2.
The program “Ending the HIV Epidemic: A Plan for America,” was
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new HIV infections in the United States by 75 percent by 2025, and
than a quarter of the 1.1 million Americans
Specialist - Journal of the American Academy
of HIV Medicine, p. 17.
at least 90 percent by 2030. Phase I of the plan focuses on 57 priority
who could benefit from its use. The South
jurisdictions, including 48 counties, Washington, D.C., and San Juan,
has had limited uptake and Southerners acPuerto Rico, and seven states with a disproportionate occurrence
counted for only 27 percent of PrEP users in
of HIV in rural areas. This includes six of the seven states which
2016, even though the region has more than
are in located in the South, notably Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky,
half of new annual HIV cases.5 However, imMississippi, Oklahoma, and South Carolina.3
plementation of PrEP has slowly improved
over the past few years because of programs
The impact of HIV in the South varies by race. African Americans
such as the “Ready Set Prep” initiative which
are disproportionately impacted in every risk group, accounting for
makes PrEP medications available at no cost
53 percent of new HIV diagnoses in the region in 2017. Black gay,
to individuals who lack prescription drug
bisexual, and other men who have sex with men (MSM) account for
coverage.6
six out of every 10 new HIV diagnoses among African Americans in
the South. Among MSM, the number of new diagnoses in Black MSM
is nearly twice that of white and Hispanic/Latino MSM. While the
What factors are
number of new HIV diagnoses is similar among the latter two groups,
behind these disparities?
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The FIRST TUESDAY SUPPORT GROUP has been a Samaritan
Tradition for 21 years. In March of this year we temporarily
suspended in person meetings. We tried Zoom, but that really didn’t
work for many of our members. We worked hard to stay in touch with
old-fashioned phone calls, texts and emails. In October and
November we had our fi rst in-person meetings in the church parking
lot, with proper social distancing. It was great to see our friends!

A Thanksgiving Basket from Cedar Springs Presbyterian has
been a holiday tradition for many, many years. Cedar Springs is
also a fi nancial partner with us and we appreciate the ongoing
support they have provided to Samaritan Ministry over many years.
In mid-November we will be delivering 50 Thanksgiving Baskets,
pictured right. Thanks, neighbor.

The Samaritan Christmas Box is coming again this December. We
receive funding from the City of Knoxville and from the West Knoxville
Cooperative Food Pantry (a FISH Pantry) to assist with this project. Our
volunteers will deliver 50 boxes.

The Holiday Hope Basket (formerly Bucket!) will be distributed this
year by Positively Living at their new location on Ailor Ave. Central
Bearden will provide 75 nicely stuffed insulated bags. Christmas
holidays and hope. Kinda goes together.
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Safe disposal of prescription drugs
from home is an issue that Samaritan
Ministry will be promoting in the coming
months. It is sometimes said that
Grandma is often the biggest drug
provider of all. Look for our Remove the
Risk campaign - coming soon!

We a r e c o m m i t t e d t o
offering FREE At-Home
HIV t es t ing t o anyone
w h o n e e d s a t e s t . We
know t hat g et t ing t es t ed
has been challenging
d u r i n g C OV I D .
Act now!
w w w. s a m a r i t a n c e n t r a l . o r g / t e s t i n g

Coming Fall/Winter 2020
November 3 - First Tuesday Group
November 19 - Drive-By Thanksgiving
November 20 - Turkey Basket Delivery *
December 8 - Samaritan Workday
- Pack Christmas Boxes
- Pack Holiday Hope “Buckets”
and deliver to Positively Living
December 10 - Christmas Box Delivery
* Courtesy of Cedar Springs Presbyterian Church
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Samaritan Ministry Impacted
Financially by COVID-19 Crisis
As we have previously reported,
our ministry work has been
impacted by COVID-19. We are
fortunate that our financial
situation (thanks to GREAT donor
support) is sound.
In June we received a grant
through the MAC AIDS Fund
(Estee Lauder Companies) to
assist our clients with the

challenges of the pandemic,
whether directly impacted or not.
We have used the $5000 grant
award to supply food cards and
assist with rent and utility
expenses for Samaritan Ministry
community members in need..
This funding opportunity has had
a MAJOR positive impact on
those we serve.

Please help us to provide for the following services… and more.
Advocacy | Case Management & Counseling | Jail & Prison Ministry |
Transportation | Food Ministry | HIV Prevention Education & Testing | Hepatitis
C Prevention Education & Testing | Nursing Seminars | HIV and Hepatitis C
Awareness Seminars | HIV and Hepatitis C Materials Development &
Distribution | Support Groups | Social & Family Support | Syringe Exchange
Support | Rent & Utility Rescue | Prescription Drug Assistance

You can mail a check to us via snail mail. Make your
check payable to Central Bearden/Samaritan and
send it to 6300 Deane Hill Dr. Knoxville, TN 37919.
-OR-

Online giving is easy. Use the Central Bearden
website, Central Bearden, and choose Samaritan in
the pull-down menu.
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